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Abstract 

 

It has firstly been shown that, in electron-type conductivity environments 

declined waves occur depending on the environment. Internal and external 

declined waves frequencies have been calculated. It has been proven that, the 

amplitudes of the occurring waves depend on the time as exponential form. 
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1. Introduction 
 

If electric charges homogeneously distribute, the environment is in 

balanced form. One external effect can disturb the distribution of the charges and 

the system can be passed to unbalanced form, in this way unbalanced state occurs 

as the non homogeneity of the charges. In the states of near thermodynamic 

balance, the macroscopic systems form becomes homogeneous in condition of 

coordinates. The external effects can be consisting of electric field or electric and 

magnetic fields together.   

   As going away from balance state, the distribution of the electric field 

(also magnetic field) becomes non homogeneous state inside the environment and 

at the moment electric and magnetic domains occur [1]. These domains can be 

static or dynamic forms. In the domains environment, the electric current intensity 

does not depend on the fields of electric and magnetic.  
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In such characteristics environments, electromagnetic oscillations and their 

growing up take place and the environment stands in its unbalanced form. The 

unbalanced state in some solid materials sharply changes the physical properties 

of the material. Unbalanced states of the domains become sharply depended on 

keeping of the charge carriers by the doping atoms (recombination) and releasing 

of the charge carriers by the doping atoms (generation) and in this manner energy 

spectrums are also become alternating. It is clear that, in occurring of the 

unbalanced states the intensity of the external electric or magnetic field is 

important. The unbalanced states occurred by the external field contain various 

mechanisms in metal, semiconductors and insulators. If the electric field present, 

the moving charge carrier’s drift velocity is �� � ��� where µ is the mobility of 

the and E0 is the external electric field. As S is the velocity of sound wave, if the 

intensity of the external electric field is strong enough �� � � otherwise if �� 	 � 

means that the intensity of the electric field weak.  

As a rule, it is proven that when occurring movement domains, current 

oscillations take place in electric circuit. Such oscillations mean that, when an 

oscillation occurs at one edge of the sample, at the other edge oscillation decays. 

If occurring and decaying time for domain is less than the domains passing 

through the sample time, the period for the current can be measured by using the 

drift velocity as 
 � �
�  [1], where L is the length of the sample. In the following 

Figure the resistor is connected serial to the sample and a alternating current 

passes through the sample. With the increasing of the voltage intensity the 

constant current becomes ruined and an oscillation occurs in the current density 

[2]. The period of the current is proportional with the length of the sample. This 

change causes of breaking and jumping in current-voltage characteristics. This 

type characteristics changes make it possible to oscillate in electromagnetic and so 

the entertainment become unbalanced.  

In 1964 English scientist Gunn took the length of semiconductor GaAs 

sample as ~ 0.1 cm, the value of the external electric field as ~3×10
3
 v/cm and 

obtained the value of the frequencies range of 5×10
8 

- 5×10
9
 Hz which is known 

as Gunn effect [2]. Similar experimental work has been done for electron type 

semiconductor Ge, the values were L ≈ 1 cm, E0 ≈ v/cm and frequency value has 

been measured [2-5].  

 

 
 

    Figure 1. Experimental setup diagram to measure semiconductor characteristics. 
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Observing of the current oscillations, give us some information about 

movement of the domains inside the sample. The movement of the domains is 

strongly depend on the type of the sample and its boundary conditions. In the 

conditions of the ohmic or not ohmic connection of sample bring up different 

current oscillations and different frequency values. In the case of not ohmic 

contact, injection characteristics oscillations occur. If inside the sample 

spontaneous oscillations spreading occur and outside the sample there is no 

current oscillation, such disappearing is called interior decaying [3]. When interior 

oscillations bring up current oscillations, such disappearing called outside 

decaying and such results were firstly obtained and theoretically interpreted  in 

1969 [3-5].   

In this study, we investigated interior and outside decaying in current and 

voltage for electron type conductivity semiconductors and metals depended on 

outside magnetic field. Mechanisms of decaying, frequencies of oscillation and 

directions of interior waves were also investigated.                                                

 

 

2. Interior Permeability    
 

In existence of outside electric and magnetic field, the density of the 

current in electron conductivity semiconductor is as following.  

�� � ����, ������ � �����, ���������� � �����, �������������� � � ���! �
�����, ���� !����� � ���������� !�����             (1)  

Where E0 is constant the external electric field, H0 is the constant external 

magnetic field, �����, ��� � "#������, ��� is the hole conductivity, �� �
"#������, ���  is the focuser conductivity, � � $%&

% �����, ��� is the hole 

diffusion coefficient, �� � $%&
% �����, ��� is the focuser diffusion coefficient, Tef 

is the temperature of electron in large electric field, !� � "#� (#� is the 

concentration of the  electron at balanced state) and ��� is unit vector in magnetic 

field direction.  

In the interior decay state we can calculate frequencies of the oscillations 

by solving following equations. 
'(
') � *+�, � 0,  *+�� � ./(

0 ,   
12
1) � �3456���          (2) 

The waves occurred inside the crystal can propagate in different directions 

according to changing in electric field E.
’
 Between new wave vector 7�� and the 

electric field ���′ different angles can be present. If  7�� ⁄⁄ ���’, such waves are called as 

longitudinal wave and if 7�� ⊥�′����, such waves are called as transitional wave. 

Systems in eqn. (2) varying quantities can be concerned as following 

statement. 

��9, �9, #′� ∝ ";<=�� .?�@A)�����������������B
              (3) 

Changing of the magnetic field at the time can be written as below. 
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129�����
1) � �3. 456�9����� � �3. + C7���′����D              (4) 

and it means that the magnetic field is constant. Concerning of eqn (3) and  (4) we 

can rewrite eqn. (2) system as eqn. (5). With linear ��� � ������� � �′����,  # � #� � #′, 
	���� � �����equations, we obtain these dispertionequations; 

F � + 4H�IJ � + 8H����7 �7��. ���� 1��
*�

*����� � ���7��. �������� � + 4�M���N7 �7��. #���O+#M 

�+ 8H���N7 ���� 1
���

*��
*����� O+#M. �7

��. #��� � ������O+#�7��. ����� � + 4H���N7 ��7��. ����� � 

+ P/QRS0= ���� �
TRS

�TR
��USR� 35OV. �7��. ����� � �����35OV�7��. ����� � +�7�#9 �

+#97���7��. ������� � +��#9�7��. ������ � 0            (5)  

Where #9 � 0
./% <7��. �′����B, #�� is the unit vector, M � �9 W �� and V � �� W �. In 

eqn. (5) with the concerning of 7��⁄⁄�������, 	�������� ⊥�������, we can obtain the frequency value 

as  

F � ��7�� � + ./QS0 C1 � �USR
TS

�T
��USR�D.             (6) 

From this equation it is seen that if  
�US
TS

�T
��USR� � � USR

TS <
�T

��USR�B and 
./QS
0 C1 �

�US
TS <

�T
��USR�BD X �7�, for wave with F� � ��7��  frequency the material is 

permeable. That is if we replace the frequency of		F � ��7�� � +, � F� � +, in 

��9, #′�~";�=�� .?�@A)� we can obtain this new equation ��9, #′�~"Z)[\]�TS=US)^_� . In 

this equation the statement of "∝) is responsible increasing in amplitude of 

harmonic oscillation. Meaning of negative sign with  
�USR
TS

�T
��USR� , the mobility of the 

electrons coming from the external electric field, decreases. As known, the 

energy, taking from the external electric field is given as  "��` (` is the mean free 

path for electrons). Electrons having larger energy reproduce weak conductivity, 

in contrast electrons having smaller energy reproduce strong conductivity. In eqn. 

(5) for the cases of  7��⊥�������, 7��⁄⁄�������, 7��⊥#�� and �������⊥����  
F � ������ � + ./QS0 a1 � �USR

TS
�T

��USR��
TRS2R
TS � �

T
USR�TR
��USR�b � �7� � 7����� 

(7)   is obtained. If we write the value of the frequency as F � F� � +, from eqn. 

(7) the condition of the permeability of the wave with ������� is depend on the 

external electric field and expected that the mobility decreases with the increasing 

of the external electric field increasing. Now we assume that the vector of the 

wave 7�� is not on ��,����� ���� plane and is directed as shown in Fig. 2. According to this 

figure disperrtion equation (Eqn. (5)) becomes as following. 

F � + 4H��N � + 8H��N ��� 1��
*�

*����� O+#cO+#d � ��7��O+#cO+#d

� 4H����
N sin�90 � c� 
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�+ 8H�����
��

N
1
��

*��
*����� 35Oc � ������35Oc � + 4H����

�

N cos�90 � c� � 0 

F � F� � +,, F� � ��7�O+#c. O+#d � ������735Oc       (8) 

, � �4H��
N k1 � ���

�� sin�90 � c� � �����

�� cos�90 � c� . cos	�90 � c� 

�2���
��

*�
*����� O+#c. O+#d � 2��

��
*��
*������35Ocm 

      

 
Figure 2. Direction of wave vector 7�� in cartesian coordinates system. 

 

It is possible to simplify eqn. (8) when c � d � /
. and then the frequency 

and current density values can be obtained as following equations. 

F� � 1
2��7�� �

1
√2������7 

, � � ./QS
0 C1 � �

√�
ToS2
TS � �

�
TRS2R
TS � 2�� < �T

TS��USR��
�
TS

�To
��USR�

2
√�BD       (9) 

From these equations it can be seen that Hall mobility has an important role in 

permeability waves. At larger values of frequency alternating current must be 

considered. Thus the density of current is obtained as below.  

p� � N
4H

q���
q6 � �����, �������� � ������, ���������, ���� � ������, ��������, ������� � � ! � ��� ���!. ���� 
������ ���!. ����,  *+���� � ./

0 !′,  �′����� � 0           (10) 

Considering monochromatic condition of eqn. (3) we obtain following equation 

from eqn. (10). 
�RUrs
�tR �

uSv^uovo
wv^wovo .

�Urs
�t � QoSvo��^uo�^v�QSu@∩�

wv^wovo . �t9 � vyrs
wv^wovo         (11) 

where d� � ���� ; , � 4H ∩ �N�7z� � +d��7z ; d�� � ����� ; ∩� ;A0
./ � �� ; 

�� � "#��� ; ,� � N��7z� � 4H��� � +Nd� ; ��� � "#���� ;  7z � �/
�{| ;  | �

0,}1,}2,}⋯  Ly is length of the crystal at y-axis. When interior permeability is 

present since pt9 � 0 eqn. (11) becomes as following form. 

 

Q
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90
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�� � ./
0R C1 �

0RTo={
./TS=r � + 0w�S <7t �

={R
=rBD � �

;QoS={
=rR�S

�2 � d� � d� � 0 (12) 

Where the new notations are � A
={uS

 ;  d � USR�TS
T�USR�  ; d� � US

ToS .
�ToS
��USR� In strong 

magnetic field the value of 
TS2
[  is the greatest (

TS2
[ ≫) [5]. Here � � $��

% �,  

�� � $��
% ��,  �� � $��

% ��	and  
%& � $
� <

[US
��B

�
 statements are concerned. Where Tef 

is the effective temperature of the electrons, T is the temperature of the crystal, S 

is sound velocity and c is the light velocity in space.  

If we replace statements of � � � <[TB
� �
TS	,  �� � √2 [

2  ,  �� � ��� ,  

� � � � 1  [6] in eqn. (12) we obtain the solution of this equation as below.  

��,� � �/
0R �M � +V� } �/Z

0R √1 � +�          (13) 

where � 0
�√� .

TS2
[  ,  V � 2HN $

%US�r �1 �
�rR
�{R� and  � � √2 TS2

[
�
�/

%IS�rR
US�{ �2 � d� �

d�. Since � ≪ 1 and M. V � 2V  

�� � ./Z
0R � + �/0R V ,  �� � 0 � + �/0R V          (14) 

Comparing to eqn. (14) withF� � ./Z
0R <7z�� � + �ZB, ,  F� � + �/0R V7z��we can 

obtain ��9, #′�~";�=t@A)� statement. From this last statement it can be seen that 

F�frequency waves are not periodical form and these waves are increaser, that is 

as ��9, #′�~"R��R�={uS). In the other side for F�frequency waves can be written as 

following. 

��9, #9�~"@;����R ={�S)"���R��{�S) � ��"
�����{�S

�R . 35O <./Z0R 7z�� � cB Where 

the first therm is the amplitude of the wave and it is increaser as � � ��"
���{�S�

�R . 

That is the system is permeability state. In this state the frequency of the 

oscillations is as follow. 

F� � ./Z
0R 7z��             (15) 

Radiation is occurred by this frequency and the system becomes energy source.  

 

 

3. External Permeability, Impedance Permeability 
 

To investigate oscillation of the current in external circuit it is necessary 

to calculate the impedance of the material. If a little current goes through the 

sample, the value of the voltage is given as below. 

�� � � ���F�"@;A)*F�
@�            (16) 

According to this case the current density J’ is also alternative. Relations between 

impedance, the current density and potential we can write this equation. 

��F��p�F� � ���F�            (17) 

Where Z(ω) is the impedance depending on the ω frequency. To calculate the 

impedance following points are important. 
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1. When Jm(ω) = 0 the real part sign of impedance is negative, that is 

ReZ(ω) < 0. In this situation the sample works as amplifier. 

2.  The value of the impedance can be zero. 

3. Impedance has polar.  

Let us investigate the sign of the real part of the impedance. Changing in 

voltage is as 

���6� � � ����, 6�*��
� .           (18) 

For changing in the electric field ����, 6� � �9��, 6� can be written. This quantity 

can be calculated using by eqn. (11) and related limit conditions. In existing 

external permeability, frequency of the oscillation is real, as for the wave vector is 

imaginer. Eqn. (11) has integral-differential characteristics. According to these 

peculiarities, full solution for this equation depends on the electric fields E’(0,t) 

and E’(L,t) in opposite edges of the sample. In fact on the contact the conditions 

of the limit can be exposed to fluctuations. Thus in the edges     various electric 

fields values can be measured experimentally at various experimental conditions 

and then the both of results experimental and theoretical can be compared. The 

distribution of electric fields in the ends can be homogeneous as written below.  

�9�0, 6� � �9��, 6� � 0                     (19) 

Considering of periodical fluctuation times in the edges we can write following 

equation. 

�9��, 6� � �′�0, 6�,  !9��, 6� � !′�0, 6�         (20) 

If the concentration of the charge carriers in the edges is known, eqn. (21) can be 

written. according to Poisson equation. 
�U9
�t |x=0, x=L=0            (21) 

By uniting of eqns. (19, 20, 21) it can possible to write eqn. (22). 

<M��9 � V� 	�U9�t Bt�� � 0	,  <M��9 � V� �U9�t Bt�� � 0       (22) 

The conditions of above eqns. (19, 20, 21, 22) must be theoretically investigated 

individually. In this work we will calculate the impedance in condition that 

periodical cases are produced. Thus we can write the following equation [2].  

�9��, F� � �p9 � �′ 9� ";=t          (23) 

Where q is the degree of the equation and k is the radiation wave vector in the 

existing of the external permeability.  

To calculate the impedance of the sample we can write eqn. (11) as below. 

< �R
�tR � �� �

�t � ��B �′t � Vp′t         (24) 

From solution of this equation it is possible to find kx complex wave vector. Since 

eqn. (24) is second degree differential equation according to kx, the solution of 

this equation can be written as below. 

�9��, 6� � ¡�";=ot � ¡�";=Rt � �
�R pt        (25) 

We can make integration of equation �� � � �9��, 6�*��r
�  [7] concerning of 

periodicity condition. Since *�� � ��F�p′ we can derive following statement. 
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��F� � �R�
y9 � �

�R            (26)  

 

The following longer equation is obtained using by eqn. (26). 

 
¢o
;=o � ";=ot*�+7��� � ¢o

;=o �"
;=ot � 1� � ¢o

;=o kcos�7��t� � +O+#�7��t� ��r
�

1m � 0  Eqn. (26) can be written as below. 

 

� � �� v
£oS
£ ��^uo�vo^v�u@ ∩

¤S�
 ;  �� � �r

QS                   (27) 

Separating real and imaginer parts from eqn. (27) we can write following 

equations.  

 

¥% ¦�A�¦ � vS_o@0�oS={_§
_oR^_RR  ;  p̈ ¦�A�

¦S � vS_§^0�oS={_o
_oR^_RR      (28) 

Where the notations are given asc� � ToS
TS �1 � d�� ∩�� ,��d � 1� � 0RA�oS�{

./QS  ; 

∩� N��7z� � 4H��� ; c� � N7z����d� � d� � AvS
./QS 	 ; 		 ,� � N�7z� � 4H��	It can 

be seen from eqn. (28) that the signal of the real and imaginer part of the 

impedance is not possible to have only one value. Thus the sign of the Re.Z(ω)/Z0 

and Im.Z(ω)/Z0 components can be understood by experiments concerning of 

peculiarities of electrical and magnetic fields. It can be seen again from eqn. (28) 

the length of the sample component Ly is important. Replacing the values of ky = 

2π/Ly and Ly
2
= πεTef/e

2
n0 into eqn. (28) we can obtain eqn. (29). 

 

ª%¦�A�
¦S � u@uo

< �«
��¤SB

R^�uo@u�R
  ;  

¬¦�A�
¦S � � < «

��¤SB0S
< �«
��¤SB

R^�uo@u�R
       (29)  

 

From eqn. (29) it is clear that 
¬¦�A�

¦S 	 0 and means capacitive characteristics. 

Here the capacitive characteristic resister (impedance) is ¥[�® � � �
A¢ (C: 

Capacitor). Negative sign of 
ª%¦�A�

¦S 	(energy radiation from crystal) depends on the 

signs of ϕ and ϕ2. If µ and µ1 charges decrease with the increasing of the electric 

field, it must be |ϕ| > |ϕ1|. When ϕ > 0, ϕ1 > 0 and ϕ < 0, ϕ1 > 0 as a result they 

become ϕ > ϕ1, and in other side if ϕ > ϕ1 and ϕ = ϕ1 the impedance goes through 

zero. Thus at the negative value of  
ª%¦�A�

¦S   statement, from equation of 

�¥"��F� � ª
¦S � 0 [8], we can calculate the frequency of the radiation energy 

and can obtain following equation. 

F� � <./QS0 B� �d � d�� <¦Sª � d � d�B        (30)  
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Figure 3. Changing of the quantities of E’ and n’ depending on the frequency.  

 

From eqn. (30) can be understood that with change of R resister in the 

circuit various frequencies radiations can occur (ω
2
 > 0). Changing of E’ and n’ 

quantities inside the sample make fluctuations depending on time as seen in Fig. 

3. As  the amplitude is A, it is possible to write it as �~"v)[9], in condition that j 

> 0, thus is increaser. But this increasing becomes constant, when the mobility of 

the charge carriers goes to zero by decreasing depending on the electric field. 

With the increasing of external electric field strength the contribution of the 

electrons to the conductivity decreases. This mechanism is established between 

impedance permeability and the frequency statement (eqn. (30)). Thus the value 

of the electric field S must be smaller than that of S (�� X ��.   
 

 

Conclusion   
 

When an n-type conductivity presents in electric and magnetic fields, 

perpendicular each other, electro-magnetic decaying waves occur inside the 

material. As the value of the magnetic field is µH > C, frequencies of these 

magnetic field can be calculated. Radiation frequencies of propagating waves 

inside the sample changes depend on their directions. Thus it is possible to obtain 

any preference wave frequency for such sample. The length of the sample must be 

very tiny as much as playing an important role. If interior waves are transient form 

that is the statement of [7��⊥����] is different from zero the theoretical investigation 

becomes difficult but it is important.   
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